University Governance Committee Meeting
Minutes for 4/02/07
Startt: 5:55pm   End: 6:45pm

Present:
Sec. Duginske
Ed Ehlerly
Melanie Czypinski
Josh Vandenbusch

Guests:
Crystal Osman
Crystal Jushka

Not present:
Mike Seleskie
Lee Yang

Equality Director:
Presentation from VP Crystal Jushka about how every other 4-year university has some type of diversity position for the student body. UWGB does not. Discussion of opportunity to have one and what the position leader could do and what are the draw backs. Ideas such as sitting on Chancellers UW Growth Agenda Committee, SAGA, new admission policy rep., and list provided by Jushka. Drawbacks such as possible overlapping of duties. Pros and cons available upon request. Unanimous wanting of position, set on next years agenda. Waiting for more cons from Erik Mims before any decisions.

Alderman/Mayor:
Discussion on Sex offender map and placement. Debate on how it may be a bad idea. Discussion of underlying issues of lack of faith in justice system and proximity to UWGB campus. Devoted to calling aldermen of surrounding towns and telling them not to do the same. General consensus is that the idea is a poor one, but nothing can be done.

JFC Hearing:
Testimony set for April 12th. All present will be attending. Meeting with Leg Affairs Dan Spielman Wednesday morning to dicuss. Explanation of hearing and schedule for day.

Reminders:
Brat Stand sign up and April letters to all Republican leaders to support Doyle’s Budget. Discussion of a good year and productive end.